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Abstract

Reliable availability to the internet and internet-based services is crucial in today’s world. DDoS
attacks pose a severe threat to the availability of such online resources – especially owing to booters
– virtually everyone can execute them nowadays. In order to appropriately protect oneself against
such attacks, it is essential to have a good insight into the threats that exist. This paper proposes a
novel hybrid model that combines postulates from various models on crime opportunity, analyzing
the targeted victim and the targeted infrastructure in conjunction. We apply this model to analyze 27
distinct attack events that occurred in 2016. To construct this dataset, we utilize a longitudinal news
database specific to DDoS-related events, aiding to select relevant attack events. We outline the pro-
cedure to replicate the dataset construction process. Looking at DDoS attacks solely as a technical
issue is not enough, news articles can be an important resource in providing contextual relevance to
this problem. Our analysis reveals several motives underlying DDoS attacks; economic reasons are
but one of the possible aims. For this reason, we advise companies to also monitor the socio-cultural
and political environment. In terms of infrastructure, visibility and accessibility are the main instiga-
tors for an attack. A holistic perspective is imperative to accurately map the threats that companies
face and to take appropriate protective measures.

Keywords: DDoS attacks, Routine Activity Theory, Cyber Crime, Aims, Cyber Attacks

1 Introduction

In today’s world, it is crucial that the internet and internet-based services are constantly available. Indi-
viduals and organizations derive great benefits from network services in areas such as communication,
employment, education and health. The daily performance of enterprises also critically hinges on reli-
able internet availability, with operations such as sales, planning, and information exchange taking place
online. In most cases when online availability unexpectedly goes down, it is typically not possible to
find or set up a short-term substitute offline. Depending on the information or service that is unavailable,
the effect may vary from inconvenient to right out disastrous. Either directly or indirectly, the firm or
individual is subject to a financial loss as a consequence of unavailability [1]. For a web shop being
unavailable for two hours the financial impact may be easier to derive than for an individual who cannot
access his/her insurance information, but negative financial effects exist in both cases.

An important cause of internet services’ downtime is the work of malicious actors. By means of
cyber attacks, they aim to disrupt the normal functioning of the internet or to steal digital information.
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Figure 1: Aspects of a DDoS Attack.

This paper focuses on Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, which temporarily make web-based
services unavailable to the intended user base. These attacks rely on overloading the targeted system with
a large number of communication requests – mostly automated by using a botnet – such that the system
becomes so slow that it cannot adequately respond to legitimate requests. DDoS attacks can be used to
bring down any network connected infrastructure.

For a firm to adequately defend its online infrastructure, it is important that they ask themselves
the question: why would we get attacked? Hence, have a good insight into the reasons why anyone
would attack their systems. Mapping these reasons enables the firm to make a realistic assessment of the
external threats they face and respond with an appropriate defense strategy, reducing vulnerabilities and
insuring against losses.

To gain insights into the external threats, it is important to realize that a DDoS attack is no different
from a conventional crime. For conventional crimes, three aspects need to be proven before any wrong-
doing is determined: means, motive, and opportunity [2]. In the context of DDoS attacks, the means
refer to the sufficient availability of both attack tools and technical capability required to execute the
attack. The motive describes the attacker’s reasons to target a specific firm or infrastructure. Finally, the
opportunity refers to the vulnerabilities of the targeted system that may be exploited in an attack. The
three aspects of a DDoS attack are shown in Figure 1.

This paper addresses the attacker’s aims to perform DDoS attacks, building on the preliminary work
sketched in [3]. In this article, we provide insights on the decision-making process of an attacker based on
the steps he/she has to take in order to launch an attack. We analyze attacker aims by taking into account
the socio-cultural, political and economic (abbreviated to SPEC) dimensions of DDoS attacks, as well as
the postulates of routine activity theory (RAT). Based on these aspects of RAT and SPEC, we propose
a model to analyze the content of news articles related to a specific DDoS attack. Previous studies such
as [4, 5, 6, 7] that have analyzed attacker’s aims behind DDoS attacks have done so by studying DDoS
attacks associated with a single aim. However, these studies do not provide a framework for analyzing
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aims. We show that news articles reporting DDoS attacks can be used as a source of information for
analyzing attacker’s aims. Subsequently, we apply our model to analyze probable attacker aims in 27
unique cases that occurred in the year 2016.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 positions our work in the body of
existing literature and addresses our contribution. In Section 3, we describe our methodology, more
specifically the procedure to construct the dataset and the model utilized to analyze its content. Section 4
describes and discusses the results of our analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides several
directions for future research.

2 Literature

This section provides a brief overview of existing literature and is composed of four elements. First, we
describe the Routine Activity Theory (RAT) and the Rational Choice Model (RCM); these theories on
crime opportunity forms the rational basis for our analysis. Second, we discuss the properties of value,
inertia, visibility, and accessibility (VIVA), which are related to RAT and describe the conditions under
which a victim is likely to be targeted; we will use these criteria to evaluate infrastructure targeting.
Third, we discuss the properties of the socio-cultural, political and economic (SPEC) model, which
describes the underlying motives to select a specific victim. Fourth, we discuss a number of existing
studies on the analysis of motives behind both DDoS attacks and cyber attacks in general.

The Routine Activity Theory (RAT) is a sub-domain of the theory on crime opportunity, which
addresses the situational circumstances of crimes. RAT as mentioned previously was proposed by Cohen
& Felson in 1979 [8], becoming one of the most widely accepted theories on crime since. It is rooted
in theories on rational choice and human ecology. It considers a crime as an event that is closely tied to
human ecology and the environment of the attacker. According to the Routine Activities Theory (RAT),
a crime occurs when there is a suitable target, a motivated offender in the absence of a capable guardian
[8, 9].

A motivated offender is often present and is described by the Rational Choice Model (RCM) of crime
[10]. The RCM states that offenders are rational actors who are goal oriented. They make a crude cost-
benefit calculation to decide whether or not to commit an offense. Of course, this rational evaluation is
usually a bounded rationality, limited by various contextual aspects (e.g., incompleteness of information)
and offender characteristics (such as on an impulse or drug use) that limit the offender’s judgment. The
RCM does not imply offenders are only or even mainly economically motivated. All sorts of motives
can provide motives for crime. Revenge or anger constitute equally valid motivations that can then be
pursued by rational means. The rationality is largely situated in the selection of the suitable targets and
the choice of modus operandi, given a chosen goal [10].

Both RAT and the RCM do not assume crime is deeply motivated. On the contrary, making crime
more difficult or more risky to commit will often deter many offenders, as studies on situation crime
prevention show [11].

Besides a motivated offender, RAT has stressed the importance of opportunities to commit a crime
and the means to execute it [12, 13]. A specific context provides opportunities, that is, favorable condi-
tions for specific crimes. A house with an open window is conducive to burglary, whilst a car’s open door
to car theft. A computer system that was not updated creates opportunities for cyber criminals [14, 15].
This means that opportunities are crime specific and should be studied one type of crime at the time.

Related to the RAT are the properties of value, inertia, visibility, and accessibility, usually rendered
in the acronym VIVA [12]. These four dimensions influence the probability of a victim being targeted.
Value links to the worth that the victim has to the attacker; this value may differ based on the perspective
of the attacked. Second, inertia refers to the size of the target; smaller crimes occur more often as they
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are easier to accomplish. Third, visibility describes to what extent the target is exposed to the offender,
i.e., the degree to which the offender knows the target. Fourth, access is a property that captures how
easily offenders can reach the target and the obstacles that may hamper a successful attack. The higher
the target scores on these properties, the higher the chance of being attacked. In Section 3.2, we will
tailor these properties specifically towards DDoS attacks.

The next topic we discuss are the social, political, economic, and cultural (SPEC) dimensions that
describe potential motives for targeting a specific victim. Many variants of this framework with appropri-
ate acronyms exist; arguably the PEST framework – which adds a technological dimension that we treat
separately from the victim, namely in the analysis of the infrastructure – is the most well-known. We
briefly discuss the various dimensions. The social and cultural dimensions are typically combined into
a socio-cultural one, which among others includes cultural aspects, the demography of the population,
career attitudes and the emphasis on safety. The political dimension encapsulates, for instance, goods
and services which are (or are not) provided by the government, as well as policies on national matters
such as labor, privacy, health, and education. Finally, the economic dimension includes factors such as
economic growth, inflation, and interest. Economic factors strongly influence the way individuals and
firms make decisions. In terms of criminology, each of these dimensions may provide strong motives for
an attacker to select a certain victim. Again, Section 3.2 reflects on these dimensions in the context of
DDoS attacks.

We proceed to discuss literature geared towards the aims behind DDoS attacks. So far, only few
studies have been performed in this direction. Hutchings & Clayton [4] discuss the incentives for booter
owners. They observe that these services provide “easy money” for youngsters that own them. Paulson &
Webber [5] discuss the deployment of DDoS attacks with the aim of extortion. In their study, they focus
on online gaming companies that are being targeted for this purpose. Narario [6] discusses DDoS attacks
that are politically motivated. Nazario analyzed a sample of Internet backbone traffic, botnet activities,
BGP routing changes, and community chatter about politically motivated attacks to show that DDoS
attacks may be used as a simple, blunt force political weapon to silence critics or opponents. The work
of Sauter [7] addresses DDoS attacks performed for ideological (or hacktivism) purposes. Finally, Zargar
et al. [16] summarized a list several incentives – although most of them are not backed by evidence in
the paper – that attackers might have to execute DDoS attacks:

• Financial/economic gain: The attacker is paid for an assault on a specific target;

• Revenge: The attacker seeks to extract retribution on an individual or firm with an assault;

• Ideological beliefs: The attacker targets its victim to voice a form of disagreement;

• Intellectual challenge: The attacker is experimenting and trying to learn from the activity or seek-
ing to showcase their capabilities;

• Cyber warfare: The attacker is part of a military- or terrorist organization that aims to damage an
enemy.

In addition to studies that explicitly focus on the aims behind DDoS attacks, several studies address
the non-technical characteristics of cyber attacks in their entirety, e.g., not restricted to DDoS attacks
only. In this category, Liu & Cheng [17] discuss various reasons for cyber attacks to happen (e.g. due
to existence of vulnerabilities and higher dependence of enterprises on IT). In addition, they explain that
attackers can both be inside and outside a victim organization and can use cyber attacks in a planned
step-by-step manner to make profits. Gandhi et al. [18] apply the SPEC dimensions to the domain of
cyber attacks. They make a selection of security events that occurred between 1996 an 2010 and analyze
these events using the SPEC dimensions. Sharma et al. [19] propose a social dimensional threat model,
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Table 1: Characteristics of the dataset.

Dates #Articles #Articles/day Standard Deviation

Start End Web News Web News Web News

01-01-2016 31-12-2016 9387 4458 25.6 12.18 7.55 8.67

making use of historical cyber attack events. They apply their model to evaluate a selection of 14 news
articles on cyber attacks. Geers et al. [20] analyze the nation-state motives behind cyber attacks. Kumar
& Carley [21] perform network analysis on the data from Arbor network’s digital attack map and Twitter
data. They find a link between the probability of an attack aimed at a specific country and the sentiments
towards that country on social media, stating that a negative sentiment increases the likelihood of an
attack.

A widely-supported conclusion of the existing literature is that cyber attacks are not carried out solely
for the purpose of financial gain. Booters have made the execution of DDoS attacks an easy weapon to
deploy for nearly every individual, implying that a number of aims may trigger attackers to launch an
assault. The studies that have been performed so far may roughly be classified in two categories. The
first category evaluates the aims of attackers with respect to the SPEC dimensions, trying to find some
socio-cultural, political or economic motive for an attack. The second category a priori hypothesizes a
specific aim and subsequently seeks to provide evidence in support of the relevance of that motive.

DDoS attacks can be used to make any network infrastructure unavailable by consuming its re-
sources. An attacker needs to make two choices in order to execute an attack, namely (i) the selection
of a victim (the firm or the individual that they wish to attack) and (ii) the network infrastructure of the
victim that they target. To this end, we propose a coherent hybrid model to evaluate attacker aims. Our
evaluation strategy consists of analyzing the victim on the SPEC dimensions and rationalizing the choice
of infrastructure based on the postulates of RAT. This model will be crystallized in Section 3.

The contributions of our work are as follows. First, we propose a novel hybrid model that draws
from existing frameworks on analyzing crime opportunity, enabling to evaluate both the victim and its
corresponding infrastructure on various relevant metrics. Second, we analyze a distinct dataset, as such
contributing to the insights that others have obtained by analyzing different datasets. Third, we show our
procedure on constructing a dataset in such a way that it can easily be reproduced by other researchers.
Fourth, we aim find empirical support for incentives listed by Zargar et al. [16].

3 Methodology

This section discusses the characteristics of the dataset and the sampling strategy deployed to extract
DDoS attack events. We proceed to explain the proposed model for content analysis of news articles.
Section 3.1 describes how the dataset is constructed. Section 3.2 describes the hybrid model that we
develop to analyze the news alerts related to DDoS attacks.

3.1 Dataset and Sampling

The dataset [22] used for our analysis consists of a collection of Google Alerts on DDoS attacks. Google
Alerts is a service that offers content change detection and real-time notifications on user-selected key-
words. Its alerts are distinguished into two categories, namely (i) News and (ii) Web. The former category
relates to all content posted on news outlets, the latter contains all other content. Figure 2 shows the den-
sity of ‘News’ and ‘Web’ alerts collected on each day. Collection of ‘News’ alerts are concentrated on
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(a) A calendar heat-map showing the density of News alerts in 2016.

(b) A calendar heat-map showing the density of Web alerts in 2016.

Figure 2: Calendar heat-maps showing the density of alerts in 2016.

certain days, this suggests that these alerts are event-driven. Since we want to gather information related
to DDoS attack events, in this study we only consider ‘News’ alerts. For gathering all other news articles
required for this study we make use of LexisNexis’ proprietary data which has been used for a variety of
studies that involve analysing news articles [23, 24].

For our analysis, we restrict ourselves to the most high-impact DDoS attacks; as these events received
the most media coverage, they are most suitable to deduce insights on the underlying motives for these
attacks. We propose a sampling procedure to filter out these events. The objective of this sampling
procedure is to extract the most reported DDoS attacks of the year 2016.

To classify a day as ‘eventful’, we utilize the methodology that was also used by Kallus et al. [25].
First, we define a statistically relevant threshold θ . If the number of alerts on a given day exceeds
this threshold, we classify that day as ‘eventful’. The threshold θ is calculated based on the empirical
distribution of the number of alerts that have generated for each day. In Figure 3, we show the empirical
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Figure 3: Histogram depicting selection criterion for eventful days.
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Figure 4: Summary of DDoS attack event extraction process.

distribution for the number of ‘News’ alerts that have been generated daily over the course of the year. To
construct our dataset, we fix our threshold parameter θ such that exceeding it lands a day into the top 20
percentile. Thus, the dataset of ’eventful’ days contains the 20% of most eventful days in terms of news
alert. The corresponding threshold θ is 31.92 alerts, which we round to the nearest integer. Therefore,
if in a single day 32 or more ‘News’ alerts are reported, we consider this day as ‘eventful’. By applying
this threshold, we obtain a set consisting of 43 eventful days. The alerts that have been generated on any
of these days are included in our study.
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The next step is to translate the number of eventful days into the actual number of events. It is
important to note that a single attack may be covered in the news for multiple days. We identify the
events that are responsible for generating abnormally high numbers of alerts on the eventful days as
follows. First, we evaluate the texts of all alerts on an eventful day and classify the reported events into
DDoS-related events (i.e., news alerts that mention the subject of DDoS but do not cover an actual attack)
and DDoS-attack events (i.e., news alerts that cover an actual attack that occurred). Appendix A lists all
the events (DDoS attack and related events) identified by us.

Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the methodology used by us to extract DDoS attack reporting news
articles. Common themes in the news report are, for instance, a research report that was published by
a company that protects against DDoS attacks, or measures that have been taken by law enforcement
agencies. The content of each event has been manually tagged on the eventful days to identify the alerts
that reported an attack. Finally, we gather all the news articles in our dataset regarding the identified
DDoS attack events by using a simple word search1 and analyze their content.

3.2 Content Analysis

The decisions of the attacker when selecting a target for a DDoS attack may be decomposed into the
following two components: (i) the choice of the victim organization to target and (ii) the choice of the
network infrastructure to target. Figure 6 shows the hybrid model that we developed to analyze the aims
of attackers. In [26], we have shown that victim routines can have significant impact on value, inertia,
visibility and accessibility of the network infrastructure. For example, the web servers of academic
institutions are of higher value & visibility during working days than on holidays due to the absence of
academic activities. The proposed model captures this dimension as well.

We describe the hybrid model in more detail. To evaluate the attacker’s choice of victim, we follow
the socio-cultural, economic and political (SPEC) criteria that were suggested and applied by Gandhi et
al. [18]. We recall that their study has demonstrated that these dimensions indeed affect the selection of
victims, therefore we incorporate them in our model as well. For the choice of the network infrastructure
that is targeted, we make the assumption that attackers are rational decision makers, i.e., the attackers
consciously decide which infrastructure to target. By adopting this assumption, we are able to utilize
the postulates of the routine activities theory (RAT). We remind that the conjunction of (i) a motivated
offender, (ii) the absence of a capable guardian and (iii) a suitable target are an ideal breeding ground
for an attack. We apply the theory to analyze the targeting of infrastructures. Our model estimates the
suitability of an infrastructure for predation based on the VIVA criteria (value, inertia, visibility and
accessibility). In the context of infrastructure targeting in DDoS attacks, we detail the VIVA dimensions
as follows:

• Value: The importance of the infrastructure to the victim. For instance, when a company makes a
great percentage of its sales online, its web-shop would be of high value.

• Inertia: The degree of resistance posed by the infrastructure when being attacked. A high inertia
infrastructure may deploy better protection strategies against DDoS attacks or is simply able to
sustain highly intense network traffic (e.g., distributed servers, websites hosted in the cloud).

• Visibility: The extent to which the infrastructure is visible on the web [27]. Highly visible web
infrastructures are mostly public facings, e.g., a publicly available website.

• Accessibility: The attacker’s ability to reach the target and get away from the crime scene with
impunity. An example of an infrastructure with high accessibility would be a server whose IP

1The keywords used for this search are shown in Appendix A
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Figure 6: Model for analyzing attacker aims using news articles.

address may easily be accessed and has been set up without network monitoring applications of
intrusion detection systems in place.

Integrating the concepts that have been discussed in this section, we are able to analyze the probable
aims behind attack events. Having defined the hybrid model, we proceed to apply it for the analysis of our
constructed dataset in Section 4. We expect certain links between the dimensions of victim targeting and
infrastructure targeting to materialize. For instance, if a victim would be targeted for political reasons,
we would expect that the targeted infrastructure is one of high visibility, as the goal would likely involve
reaching a wide audience. Similarly, when the victim is mainly chosen based on economic incentives,
the value of the infrastructure should be the main determinant in its selection.

In order to use the proposed model to evaluate the news articles we first determine the victim (orga-
nization) and the network infrastructure under attack. We then analyze the socio-cultural, economic and
political circumstances of the organization in the period before the attack. This is done by evaluating all
news articles about the firm published in the one month time period before the attack. In the next step,
we analyze the VIVA characteristics of the targeted network infrastructure. In practice, organizations
may identify high value, high inertia, high visibility and high accessibility network infrastructures by
organizing a cyber risk assessment exercise [28]. Finally, on the basis of the information collected we
discuss the probable aims behind the attack.

4 Results and Discussion

Having presented the dataset and the hybrid model to analyze it, we proceed with our analysis. At this
point we would like to remind the reader from Section 3.1 that after filtering the alerts over the year 2016,
we were initially left with 43 eventful days. The number of alerts that were collected on these eventful
days is 1929. Although the eventful days constitute only 11.75% of the days of the calendar year, they
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account for nearly 43% of all ‘News’ alerts. We find this result in alignment with the findings of Johnson
[29], who states that traditional crimes are also strongly concentrated in space and time. Thus, in this
aspect DDoS attacks do not deviate from traditional crimes, displaying a similar occurrence pattern.

Table 2 summarizes the key components for each of the selected attack events. We evaluate the
victim on the SPEC dimensions and the targeted infrastructure on the VIVA dimensions, utilizing the
news sources that cover the attack. The remainder of this section discusses these attack reports in detail.
We report our findings in accordance with the hybrid model designed in Section 3.2. The full evaluation
results are shown in Table 2; in the main text we highlight the most salient observations.

Table 2: Analysis of each of the selected attack event.

Date Reference Victim Socio-Cultural Political Economic Infrastructure Value Inertia Visibility Accessibility

13/01/2016 [30] Nissan Motors • Website Low Low High High
22/01/2016 [31] Premier lotteries • Ticket machines and Website High Low High High
22/01/2016 [32] Irish government • • Website Low Low High High
29/01/2016 [33] HSBC • Online Banking Server High High Low Low
26/02/2016 [34] Italian government • • Website Low Low High High
26/04/2016 [35] Ku Klux Klan • Website Low Low High High
20/07/2016 [36] Pokémon Go • Gaming Server High Low Low High
03/08/2016 [37] Blizzard Entertainment • Gaming Server High Low Low High
11/08/2016 [38] Australian Census • Website High Low High High
01/09/2016 [39] EA Sports • Gaming Server High Low Low High
23/09/2016 [40] Brian Kreb • Website Low High High High
23/09/2016 [41] Ethereum network • Servers High Low Low Low
29/09/2016 [42] OVH • Hosting Server High High Low High
18/10/2016 [43] ISPs in India • Network Devices High High Low High
21/10/2016 [44] Dyn • Servers High High Low High
27/10/2016 [45] StarHub • Network Devices High High Low High
02/11/2016 [46] William Hill • Website High Low High High
08/11/2016 [47] Canadian migration • Website Low Low High High
08/11/2016 [48] WikiLeaks • Website High Low High High
08/11/2016 [49] Trump and Clinton • • Website Low Low High High
29/11/2016 [50] Eir • Email Server High Low Low Low
25/11/2016 [51] Deutsche Telekom • Network Devices High High Low High
30/11/2016 [52] European Commission • • Website Low Low High High
15/12/2016 [53] Black Lives Matter • Website Low Low High High
15/12/2016 [54] BTC exchange • Servers High Low Low Low
21/12/2016 [55] Tumblr • Website High Low High High
23/12/2016 [56] Steam • Gaming Servers High Low Low High

Based on our analysis, we are able to broadly classify the selected attack events into the following
six categories: (i) attacks on large manufacturing companies, (ii) attacks targeting public figures and
ideological groups, (iii) attacks targeting governments, (iv) attacks on gaming and gambling platforms,
(v) attacks on internet service providers ans hosting service providers and (vi) attacks on financial insti-
tutions.

The first category (large manufacturing companies) includes the attack on the Japanese car manu-
facturer Nissan Motors. During this attack, all the global websites of the automotive company Nissan
were reported to have suffered downtime. Nissan does not have an online shop for its cars, therefore the
websites are of relatively low value to the firm. However, the attack was carried out during the Detroit
auto show. When such shows are being held, car manufacturers expect the attending visitors to visit their
websites in order to learn more about the cars they viewed. As such, the website had a high visibility
during that time period, even though Nissan does not sell cars online. In later reports covering the attack,
it was suggested that the hacker group Anonymous was behind the attack, targeting the website as a
protest against whale hunting in Japan. Thus, it may be concluded that the high visibility of the website
during that time period was the key input for the target selection.

The second category (public figures and ideological groups) includes attacks on the websites of
Brian Krebs (an investigative reporter covering profit-seeking cybercriminals), Black Lives Matter, the
Ku Klux Klan, WikiLeaks, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton (the latter two running for presidency
in 2016). The websites of victims within this category are easy targets that have a high visibility. As
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part of a protest against racism, the hacker group Anonymous targeted the website of the Ku Klux Klan,
clearly displaying a socio-cultural aim. The reports state that the attacks on WikiLeaks, Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton were targeted on the day the election result was announced, indicating socio-cultural
and political motivations for the attack.

The third category (governments) comprises attacks on websites of the Australian, Irish and Italian
governments. These attacks were likely performed due to both socio-cultural and political reasons. These
government websites did not offer online services to citizens, meaning that their high visibility was likely
a more important reason for targeting. From the reports, it follows that the motive for attacking the
Australian government website was to interrupt the collection of census data. The reason for the attacks
against Italian government websites was a protest against the participation of local bodies in the Trans
Adriatic Pipeline project. Again, these attacks were executed by the hacker group Anonymous.

The fourth category (gaming and gambling platforms) includes attacks on online services that offer
gambling games or other online games. An Irish lottery website and its associated vending machines
were attacked in such a way that it disrupted the sale of lottery tickets. The news reports that covered
the event state that at the time of the attack, the lottery jackpot was the highest in 18 months. Thus, the
choice of infrastructure was influenced both by high value (the jackpot) and high visibility (many people
were expected to purchase lottery tickets). The smart phone game ‘Nintendo Pokémon Go’ was very
popular during the summer of 2016. During this time, the hacker group PoodleCorp attacked the servers
of this game. Thus, high visibility appeared to be the main motive for the targeted infrastructure. The
hacker group took responsibility for the attack, giving them the ability to showcase their abilities and
generating plenty of publicity. Shortly after this attack had occurred, it was reported that the American
game producer Blizzard Entertainment was under attack. This strike made the servers for the popular
online game Warcraft inaccessible to the people that played it. The short time span between these attacks
might also support the notion that DDoS attacks tend to be clustered over time.

The fifth category (internet service providers and hosting service providers) consists of attacks on
various providers. In September and October 2016, massive attacks on web hosting provider OVH and
DNS service provider Dyn were reported. There were also reported attacks on internet service providers
in India. Due to their size and protective measures, internet service providers are a difficult target for
DDoS attacks, displaying high inertia. At the same time they are high visibility as they form the backbone
of the internet infrastructure. The massive attacks on OVH and Dyn were made possible by the botnet
‘Mirai’ that was based on the Internet of Things [57]. Its code was released online not long before the
assaults, enabling successful attacks on even high inertia targets. Over the course of time multiple actors
including hacktivism groups have taken credit for these attacks [58]. This shows that DDoS attacks on
high visibility targets are used by groups to attract attention to their ideological agenda. On the other
hand reports have also indicated that these attacks may even be initiated by script kiddies [59], in which
case bringing down a high inertia network infrastructure could be taken as a challenge by these kids.

Finally, the sixth category (financial institutions) includes the attack on the British HSBC Bank,
targeting its online banking services. The attack was launched during the last Friday of the month, on
which salaries to employees are usually paid out. The timing of the attack therefore clearly suggests
an underlying economic motive. This attack constitutes another example in our dataset for which the
routine period affects the value of the infrastructure.

We conclude this section with some generic insights derived from the analysis. Although the number
of events studied is too small to draw robust conclusions, we try to derive some tentative insights from
the numbers. We find that in 16 out of 27 events, economic motives were at least one of the probable
aims in selecting a victim. The data clearly shows that socio-cultural and political aims are important as
well, even though economic aims remain the primary motives. With respect to infrastructure targeting,
accessibility is the main driver that instigates crime opportunity. Only in four cases, the accessibility of
the infrastructure was low. High value and low inertia also increase the likelihood of being targeted; the
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former is especially sensible when combined with economic motives of targeting a victim. With respect
to visibility, the analysis shows mixed results, yet there appears to be a positive link between socio-
cultural/political motives for victim targeting and high visibility of the targeted infrastructure. When
motives are of a purely financial nature, visibility appears to be less important. We reiterate that, despite
causal explanations existing for several links between victim targeting and infrastructure targeting, the
sample size of this study is small.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we propose a novel hybrid model to analyze the motives of attackers that perform DDoS
attacks. The model combines theories from several crime opportunity theories and tailors them towards
the domain of DDoS attacks. To evaluate the reasons for selecting a victim, we make use of socio-
cultural, economic and political (SPEC) dimensions. For the choice of target infrastructure, we utilize
the dimensions of value, inertia, visibility and accessibility (VIVA).

Using the Google Alerts service, we constructed a dataset of eventful days that occurred in the year
2016. We filter the days with the most news alerts (the top 20 percentile) with respect to DDoS attacks
to sample a relevant dataset. Subsequently, we apply the proposed model to this dataset to evaluate
the attacker’s motives for targeting specific victims and infrastructures. Our main conclusions from the
analysis may be summarized as follows:

• By utilizing news articles, it is possible to position DDoS attacks into an appropriate context. By
applying the proposed hybrid model, we may evaluate decisions made by attackers in the selection
of both victims and infrastructures.

• Not all attackers are interested in personal financial gains. For this reason, it is imperative that
companies monitor the socio-cultural, economic and political environment at all times.

• Every infrastructure that is connected to the internet is vulnerable to DDoS attacks. Companies
should be aware of the degree to which their infrastructures are visible and accessible.

• Intuitively, high value infrastructures are more likely to attract attacks due to economic reasons.
Our analysis shows high value and low inertia increases the likelihood of being targeted. Hence,
organizations should identify high value infrastructures and protect them against DDoS attacks.

• Attacks on high inertia targets – such as internet service providers – imply that in some cases
attackers may target infrastructures simply for the challenge and to showcase their capabilities.

• As indicated by the various dimensions of both victim and infrastructure that may trigger an at-
tack, a holistic perspective is imperative to accurately map threats and take appropriate protective
measures against DDoS attacks.

This study only utilizes data from the year 2016, yielding a relatively small data set. For this reason,
we cannot derive finite conclusions on how often attackers are motivated by a particular aim. A natural
direction for future research would be to analyze a larger and more representative sample of reported at-
tacks that spans multiple years. By applying the dataset construction method as proposed in this model,
such larger datasets could be generated in a consistent manner. A next step would be to automate the pro-
cedure, using machine learning approaches on news articles that report on DDoS attacks in combination
with other datasets (e.g. network data on DDoS attacks) to automatically deduce attacker aims.
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Appendix A Complete list of identified events.

Date News Item Event Type Query Keywords

13-1-2016 Europol arrests key suspects of
DD4BC extortion group.

Related News

13-1-2016 Attack on Nissan website. Attack Event nissan

22-1-2016 Attack on Irish lottery site and ticket
machines.

Attack Event irish, lottery

22-1-2016 Attack on Irish government websites. Attack Event irish, govt

29-1-2016 Kaspersky lab released a report on
DDoS attacks.

Related News

29-1-2016 Attack on HSBC online banking. Attack Event hsbc

25-2-2016 Google’s Project Shield starts protect-
ing news websites.

Related News

26-2-2016 Attack on Italian government websites. Attack Event italian, government

24-3-2016 US to charge Iran for attacks against
banks.

Related News

7-4-2016 Github suffers major outage. Related News

26-4-2016 Attack on KKK website. Attack Event kkk

20-7-2016 Attack on Pokémon Go. Attack Event pokemon

3-8-2016 Attack on Blizzard’s servers. Attack Event blizzard

11-8-2106 DDoScoin is introduced. Related News

11-8-2016 Attack on Australian Census Website. Attack Event australian, census

12-8-2016 Attack on Australian Census Website. Related News

1-9-2016 EA Sports servers suffer DDoS attack. Attack Event ea, sports, battlefield

13-9-2016 Two teens from Israel arrested for run-
ning a booter website. Vdos gets taken
down.

Related News

14-9-2016 Two teens from Israel arrested for run-
ning a booter website. Vdos gets taken
down.

Related News

23-9-2016 Attack on Brian Kreb’s website. Attack Event brian, kreb, website

23-9-2016 IBM held responsible for failing the at-
tack on Australian Census Website.

Related News

23-9-2016 Ethereum network under computa-
tional DDoS attack.

Attack Event ethereum

(to be continued on next page)
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Date News Item Event Type Query Keywords

26-9-2016 Hijacked IOT devices used for the at-
tacks.

Related News

26-9-2016 Google saves Brian Kreb’s website. Related News

29-9-2016 Attack on hosting provider OVH. Attack Event ovh, hosting

29-9-2016 Hijacked IOT devices used for the at-
tacks.

Related News

5-10-2016 Mirai IOT malware responsible for at-
tack on Brian Kreb’s website.

Related News

5-10-2016 Feds accuse two 19-year olds for lizard
stresser and poodlecorp.

Related News

7-10-2016 Feds accuse two 19-year olds for lizard
stresser and poodlecorp.

Related News

7-10-2016 Reports on Mirai botnet. Related News

13-10-2016 Reports on Mirai botnet. Related News

13-10-2016 Singtel and Akamai announce strategic
partnership to fight DDoS attacks.

Related News

18-10-2016 Attacks on ISPs in India. Attack Event mumbai, pune

21-10-2016 Attack on Dyn. Attack Event dyn

24-10-2016 New World Hackers take responsibility
for Dyn attack.

Related News

24-10-2016 Reports on Dyn attack. Related News

25-10-2016 Xiongmai recalls 10000 webcams. Related News

25-10-2016 Reports on Dyn attack. Related News

27-10-2016 Reports on Dyn attack. Related News

27-10-2016 Attack on StarHub broadband. Attack Event starhub

1-11-2016 Reports on StarHub attack. Related News

1-11-2016 British Teen charged for Spamhaus at-
tack. 2013.

Related News

1-11-2016 Reports on Dyn attack. Related News

2-11-2016 William Hill website under attack. Attack Event william, hill

3-11-2016 Reports on Mirai botnet. Related News

8-11-2016 Canadian migration website attacked. Attack Event canadian, migration

8-11-2016 Attack against WikiLeaks. Attack Event wikileaks
(to be continued on next page)
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Date News Item Event Type Query Keywords

8-11-2016 Attempted DDoS against Trump and
Clinton’s website.

Attack Event trump, clinton

16-11-2016 Reports on IOT security. Related News

22-11-2016 Oracle buys Dyn. Related News

23-11-2016 Reports on Oracle acquiring Dyn. Related News

29-11-2016 Eir’s email system under attack. Attack Event eir

29-11-2016 Attack on Deutsche Telekom. Attack Event deutsche, telekom

30-11-2016 Attack against European Commission. Attack Event european, commission

1-12-2016 AWS launches shield against DDoS at-
tacks.

Related News

7-12-2016 Hackers gamify DDoS attacks. Related News

7-12-2016 New Mirai variant infecting home
routers.

Related News

13-12-2016 UK police crack down on people pay-
ing for DDoS attacks.

Related News

15-12-2016 FBI bust Indian student for conducting
DDoS attacks.

Related News

15-12-2016 Attack on Black Lives Matter website. Attack Event black, lives, matter

15-12-2016 BTC exchange taken down by an at-
tack.

Attack Event btc, exchange

16-12-2016 Reports on the attack on BTC. Related News

21-12-2016 Attack on Tumblr. Attack Event tumblr

23-12-2016 Attack on Steam servers. Attack Event steam, servers

29-12-2016 Student charged for conducting DDoS
attacks.

Related News
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